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Be sure to start this important, timely series of articles next Sunday. There's
thrill in every paragraph of Noyes's exciting tale.
The Sunday Tribune always sells out early, t«.o. Better place a standing order
for it with your newsdealer to-day.
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a submarine blockade has failed to
the astonishing measures taken by the

Germany again.

ag?

wil of Erneflt

beginning of the

submarine which may venture near England's shores.
When you read this gripping artiele you will have a better understanding of
the dangers which the Deutschland is running on her return trip. You will
join with the crew of this submarine in doubting that they will ever see

.

.

of action

These measures, so wonderfully effective, are revealed to the public
for the first time by Alfred Noyes in next Sunday's Tribune.
Mr. Noyea has investigated every detail of the tremendous or«anization of
destruction Britain has built up to protect her merchant ships against undersea
attacks. He was given full liberty of action by the Admiralty. His report of
what he saw and heard is uncensored except for some few particulars which
it would be obviously unwise to reveal at this time.
Thrilling, indeed, are the accounts given by Alfred Noyes of these highly
developed methods of U boat destruction. Think of a body of men far larger
than our own army on watch night and day to capture or sink any enemy
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